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Abstract
In this paper a different windowing techniques are used for the 
analysis of linear, planar and circular array antennas to reduce the 
side-lobes in linear, planar and circular array Antennas, by varying 
the various parameters like number of antenna elements, scan 
angle, element spacing and window coefficients The results of 
radiation pattern analysis of linear, rectangular and circular arrays  
are compared with SLL and BW of the theoretical values. Radiation 
patterns are simulated for uniform arrays and the tradeoff between 
main lobe beam width and side lobe level is compared. These are 
implemented using MATLAB software and  a MATLAB based 
GUI interface has also been developed to view reduce Side lobe 
reductions for various parameter changes. Results are presented 
in the paper.

Keywords
SLL:Sidelobelevel, BW:Beamwidth, GUI: Graphical User 
Interface

I. Introduction
Antenna arrays provide more directivity by the phenomena of 
wave interference. Antenna Arrays are Linear, Planar and Circular.
In this some investigations are made on the analysis of linear and 
planar array antennas and to reduce the side-lobes in Linear and 
Planar Array Antennas using different windowing techniques. 2D 
patterns for a linear arrays and 3D patterns for Planar arrays are 
plotted applying windowing techniques.

II. Linear Array
An Array of identical elements all of identical magnitude and each 
with a progressive phase is referred as a uniform array. Fig. 1, 
shows a linear array antenna consisting of N identical elements. 
The element spacing is d (normally measured in wavelength units).
let #1 serves as a phase reference for the array. From the geometry, 
it is clear that an outgoing wave at the nth element leads the phase 
at the (n+1) th element by kdsinψ, where k = 2π/λ.

Fig. 1: Geometry of a Linear Array Antenna [1] 

 Eq(1)
The normalized field strength of N-element uniform linear array 
is given by,

   Eq(2)                                                               

III. Planar Arrays
Planar Arrays have antenna elements placed on a plane according 
to some grid configuration (rectangular, circular).
Planar arrays can control the beamshape in both planes (θ, ф) and 
form pencil beams whereas linear array only controls the pattern 
in one plane θ.Total electric field at a far  field  observation  point 
is given by [1]

 Eq(3)             
  

Fig. 2: Planar Array [1]

IV. Electronic Steering of Planar Array Antenna
Let us assume that the maximum radiation of the array is required 
to be oriented at an angle. To accomplish this, the phase excitation 
β between the elements must be adjusted so that,

Hence,   
    Eq(4)

Thus by controlling the progressive phase difference between the 
elements, the maximum radiation can be squinted in any desired 
direction to form a scanning array. This is the basic principle of 
electronic scanning phased array operation.

Fig. 3: 3D Radiation Pattern of 10-Element Planar Array Antenna 
for d=λ/2
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V. Circular Arrays
The circular array, in which the elements are placed in a circular ring, 
is an array configuration of very practical interest. Its applications 
span radio direction finding, air and space navigation, underground 
propagation, radar, sonar, and many other systems.
The normalized field of array can be  

  Eq(5)

Fig. 5: Circular Array

VI. Windowing Techniques
Different types of windowing techniques used in array antennas 
radiation pattern to reduce the noise level or side lobe level. Those 
are,

A. Raised Cosine Window
The raised cosine window multiplies the central Fourier 
coefficients by approximately unity and smoothly truncates the 
Fourier coefficients towards the ends of the filter
The window sequence is of the form 

 Eq(6)

B. Hanning Window
The Hanning window sequence can be obtained by substituting 
α=0.5 in eq (6)

   Eq(7)

   
Fig. 6(a): Hanning Window Squence

The main lobe width of Hanning window is twice that of the 
rectangular window, which results in a doubling of the transition 
region of the filter. The magnitude of the side lobe level is -31DB. 
Side lobe of Hanning window spectrum is approximately one tenth 
of the rectangular window.

This result in smaller ripples in both pass band and stop band of the 
filter. The peak side lobe ripple is -44Db relative to the main lobe. 
At higher frequencies the stop ban attenuation is even greater.

Fig. 6(b): log Magnitude Response of Hanning window

C. Hamming Window
The equation for the hamming window can be 
obtained by substituting α=0.54 in the equation-(1) 
      

   Eq (8)
The frequency response of Hamming window is 

 
Fig. 7(a): Hamming Window Sequence

The peak side lobe level is down about 41DB from the main lobe 
peak, an improvement of 10DB relative to the Hanning window. 
The magnitude and log magnitude response of low pass filter 
designed using Hamming window. The first side lobe peak is 
-53DB. An improvement of 9DB with respect to the Hanning 
window filter. However, at higher frequencies the stop band 
attenuation is low when compared to that of Hanning window. 
Because the hamming window generates less oscillation in the side 
lobes then the Hanning window, for the same main lobe width, 
the hamming window is generally preferred.

Fig. 7(b): log Magnitude Response of Hamming Window

D. Blackman Window
The Blackman window sequence is represented as [2]

  Eq(9)
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Fig. 8(a):  Blackman Window Sequence

The additional cosine term reduces the side lobes, but increases 
the main lobe width to . The frequency response of Blackman 
window is shown in fig. 8(a). The peak side lobe level is down 
about 57db from the main lobe, an improvement of 16db relative 
to the hamming window. We can observe that the side lobe level 
is down about 57DB from the main lobe peak, an improvement 
of 16DB relative to the Hamming window.

E. Kaiser Window
The Kaiser window is given by [2]

                      
 otherwise     Eq(10)

Where,  is the adjustable parameter and  is the modified 
zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind of order zero given 
by

  Eq(2.8)

  Eq(11)
For most practical purposes, the summation up to 25 terms is 
sufficient.The frequency response of the Kaiser window is given 
by   

 Eq(12)
The frequency response  for values of  vary from 3 to 
8.885. When the parameter  is varied, both the transition and 
peak ripples in the side lobes change. For  =0 the Kaiser window 
becomes Rectangular window. When the value of  = 5.4414 the 
Kaiser window sequence resemble Hamming window and for  
= 8.885 it becomes Blackman window.

Fig. 9: Frequency Response of Kaiser Window for  = 3 and N 
=25

The different windowing techniques are compared in the above 
table. Looking at the parameters for rectangular and triangular 
window, the transition width is twice that of rectangular window. 
Therefore, it is not so popular for design.
The Hanning and Hamming windows have same transition width 
but the hamming window is most widely used, because, it generates 
less ringing in the side lobes. The Blackman window reduces the 
side lobe level, at the cost of increase in transition width. 
Kaiser window is superior to other window, because for given 
specifications its transition band width is always small. 
By varying the parameter  the desired side lobe level and the 
main lobe peak can be achieved. Further the main lobe width can 
be varied by varying the length N.

Table 1: Summary of Windows

Window

Peak 
amplitude 
of side lobe 
(db)

Main 
lobe 
width

Rectangular -13 4 /N
Bartlett or 
Triangular -25 8 /N

Hanning -31 8 /N
Hamming -41 8 /N
Blackman -57 12 /N

A MATLAB based GUI (graphical user interface) workspace 
called linear_array_gui.m was developed for this function. The 
user can use this MATLAB to generate array gain pattern that 
match this requirement.  

Fig. 10: Matlab GUI for Linear Array Antennas
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Fig. 11: Matlab GUI for Rectangular Array Antennas     

Fig. 12: Matlab GUI for Circular Array Antennas     

V. Results & Discussion

A. Linear Array Plots 

1. Grating Lobe Effect

 
No of elements=40. Steering angle=0° Element spacing=1.5λ 
Window: Hamming

B.  Array Gain Pattern
1.No of elements=25.Steering angle=0° Element spacing=0.5λ 
Window: Hamming

 
SLL= -41dB, HPBW = 5 degrees, 
BWFN = 10 degrees
2.No of elements=25.Steering angle=0° Element spacing=0.5λ 
Window: Hanning

SLL = -31 dB, HPBW = 4 degrees, 
BWFN = 10 degrees
3.No of elements=25.Steering angle=0° Element spacing=0.5λ 
Window: Blackmann
SLL = -57 dB, HPBW = 4 degrees, 
BWFN = 10 degrees

C. Planar Array Plots

        
Fig. 12(a): 3D Pattern Without Applying any Window, (b). Contour 
Plot of 3D Plot Without Applying any Window

C. 3D Gain Patterns 

          
Fig. 13(a): 3D pattern on Applying Blackman Window (b). Contour 
Plot of 3D Pattern on Applying Blackmann

D. 3-D Directive Gain Patterns for a Circular  Array

1.Case
N=51, dolxr=0.5, dolyr= 0.5, theta0=20, phi0=30;Win=None, 
nbits =-1;

    
Fig. 14(a). 3D Pattern for Circular Array, (b). Contour Plot of 
3D Pattern

Fig. 15: Antenna Spacing Pattern

2. Case
N=51, dolxr=0.5, dolyr= 0.5, theta0=20, phi0=30; Win=Blackmann, 
nbits =-1;
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Fig. 16(a): 3D Pattern for Circular Array, (b). Contour Plot of 3D 
Pattern for Circular Array

Fig. 16(c): Antenna Spacing Pattern

VI. Conclusion  
In this paper some investigations are made on the analysis of 
linear, planar array antennas and to reduce the side-lobes in Linear, 
Planar and Circular Array Antennas using different windowing 
techniques.
On applying Rectangular window the highest side lobe level is 
found to be 22% of the main lobe amplitude or -13dB relative to 
the maximum value. Similarly the first side lobe level for Hanning 
window is found to be -31db. In Hamming window the peak 
side lobe level is -41dB down from the main lobe peak. And for 
Blackman window the peak side lobe level is -57dB down from 
the main lobe and the results so obtained are found to be in good 
agreement with the theoretical results. 

VII. Future Scope of Work
The main limitation of Array Antennas is the presence of grating 
lobes which occurs when element spacing is greater than λ/2. 
Though we cannot reduce the grating lobes completely, we can 
avoid the grating lobes by increasing the number of elements, which 
results in increased directivity of the main lobe compared to that 
of the grating lobes. Future Scope of work includes synthesizing 
array antenna algorithms for radiation characteristics.

VIII. Applications
This project serves as an educational framework for illustrating 
the concepts of phased arrays Can also be used for the analysis of 
radar antenna radiation patterns by varying the various parameters 
like Number of antenna elements, Scanangle, Element spacing 
,Window coefficients and  Phase quantization parameters. 
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